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Deadline

for obtaining an

a~hletic ID without a '$5 service

-charge is Sept. 10. ld's are available
at Photo Services, 1820 Las lomas
Rd. N .. E.

.Thursday, SeptemJ~er 1~ 1977 ·
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.Pe.de$trian Study· Ba.lls· Cars
By D. M. FLYNN·
.
Assistant News Editor
There may be no parking on the
· south side ()f'Central Ave, if city.
planners heed the advice of
pedestrian study made this summer.
· One· of the recommendations of
.the study is to remove the parking
spacesin front of the businesses on
the ·SOUth side 'of .Central' to
facilitate
"pedestrians a-:td
motorists to. have a clear view. of
each other and thereby act ·accordingly.~~.
.
-The .study. was undertaken by Jon
· C. DuFresne of the city's Traffic
Engineering Division at the r"!!uest
of Councillors Jack KC)lbert and
Marion Cottrell.
The study also-recommeded that
the 'Islands oh Central be widened
"to increase .the, size of the gaps
between vehicles which pedestrians
.must use to .cross the roadway
safely." .
General pedestrian warning signs
for the east and west ·bound
motorists on Central as well as
"pedestria. n
signal
heads~'
(Walk/Don't walk lights\ were also
1
recommended.
The pedestrian signal heads with
push buttons were recommeded for
121 intersections around the UNM
campus including the intersections
at Cenfral and University, Girar4,
Yale and Stanford..
The study will be taken to
members of U NM student

government, Dave· Miller s~aff · not (crossing) in an unsafe.manner.
r.esearcher of Ne'w Mexico Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG) · 'In fact, the midblock or nonsaid.
signalized crossing is being made
The study include an atcourtt of with the pedestrian act~Jally more
the· pedestrian traffic · crossing aware of traffic conditions than is
. Central Ave. at the corner of each . his counterpart who is crossing at a
of the blocks between University signcllized intersection," the reP9rt
and Girard Blvds.
said..
Traffic v_o·u~e on c_ entral, both.
.east and west bound, was also taken
.
. . ·
into consideration. by DuFresne's
study.
•
Thestudyshowedthatina2+
hour . period there were 21,562
. · ..
. . ·.
. ·
·
vehicles traveling on central bet-·
ween Univeisity 'Blvd. and Yale
Disagreeing with. recent action
Ave.
taken by. the City's Board of Ethics,
· Between Yale and Stanford there mayoral candidate David Rusk said
were 27,348 vehicles, and 18,943" Wednesday he will personally take
vehicles between Stanford and steps to protect his campaign from
Girard during the same 24-hour. "unauthorized ·expenditures by
.
alleged supporters."
period, the study said.
The heaviest pedestrian traffic
·
· d was
.Rusk, a state representative from
·during
the same24- hour perao
,on Cornell with ·1729 pedestrians Bernalillo Co., said he will be
crossing Central, the study said.
applying to the New Mexico
•
h
d
Secretary
of State's office to have
Yale Ave. was t e secon
·
·
·
d'
the
slogan
"David Rusk for Mayor
heaviest mtersectaon accor mg to
Committee"
the study with more · than 1300 trademarked. and its variations
pedestraisns and Terrace S.E. was
third with 717.
·
'
These actions, Rusk said, came
Pedestrians crossing in between after the Board of Ethics, charged
the crosswalks, "jaywalking,." are with enforcement of the cHy
not necessarily being negligent or election code, deciped that any
unsafe, the study said.
candidat~ wishing to "disown"
"Videotapesofstudentscrossing unauthonzed supporters should
Central in the middle of the block send a registered letter to those
showed, "That in reality (they) are supporters asking them to stop..

a.

.

.

The data cited in. the. report was
~he pedestrian counts .took plac~
compiled during the months of May on Wed., May 4, 1977., the report
and June, 1977. Methods used by ·said. Surveyors for the study not
DuFresne were· pedestrian and onlY counted the number of
motor vehicle . counts; radar sur- pedestrians but also observed their
veys, a parking turnover and in- habits such as pressing the ''Walk''
· ventory analysis and video taping buttons on Yale and Uidversity
of pedestrians and their habits in
'
crossing the street.
B1\:ds., the report showed:

Will· Trademark. Slogan: .

Ru· s k p ro· t ec· t ·s
·. .

·

.· ·

ca· mpa1gn·
• ·
~

.
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.·
"That's just not enollgh.'' Rusk can be made outside a formal
said. ·
·
campaign organization.
"I can imagine less scupulous
-If fund raising .events are held
candidates running massive parallel outside private homes, everything
campaigns, papered over with a inclqding dinner ·costs, entrail of registe~ed letters scolding tertainment and "cash bars" must
their unauthorized supporters- be cou,'ted as expenses in the
after the fact,~' he said.
campaign.
·
In· another type of situation,
he
-Campaign signs posted on
said, candidates can be victimized comdlerciat property or in comand embarassed by these mercial store or business window,
• . d s' ,
unauthorized suppor.ters.
must be listed as "a.n-km
.
To combat ·either of these ,donat1ons_. ·
.
.
situations, Rusk said, once the
Rusk· is one of five citizens;
slogan is trademarked, his attorney incumbent Mayor Harry Kinney,
. Robert White, will file suit aginst JoAnn Eastham, Herb Hughes and •
those alleged supporters using the Paul Demos, who have filed to run
"logan or any variations.
for the office in the Oct. 4 city-wide
Rusk also said he wanted to election.
:remind his supporters and the
In the event· no mayoral canpublic of the "key provisions" of· didate receives a clear majority of·
. tbe city election code:
'
the 'vote, a special run-off election .
-No fund raising of donations ·will be held..
·
;
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1-lneql)JtJes of Ob·scene ·system· ,
.__

. EDITORIAL COMMENT
. By The LOBO Editorial Board

::

·---=-..

--------/

"What Is left In parking stickers is sold to the
student."
With these words, Walter Birge, manager of UNM
Parking Services, summarized the admini.stratlon's attltudetoward students when it comes to parking.
How timely were his words, considering the campus
planning committee is meeting at 1 p.m. today in Zimmerman Library to discuss the ·problem of parking, and
its solutions, on and near ONM.
BUT RIGHT NOW, before that meeting starts, it's time
to consider the way students get the sh.aft when it
. comes to approximately 3500 parking spaces on campus.
We reported Wednesday that UNM's faculty and staff
get first pick when it comes to parking stickers. In fact,
we learned that the faculty and staff get their applications for parking stickers in April or May Y(hile the
students sit It out until July and then grovel and scramble for what's left.
•
All this, despite the fact that the students outnumber
the faculty and staff by almost five to one.
But in fairness to Birge, he didn't make the rule. He's
.
.
. .
only carrying it out.
THE UNM REGENTS made that decision in 1972. You
·know the Regents. They are thos~ fiye ·expert~ pn UNM
who get their rosy views of the Umverslty by VISiting the
administration building once a month for their meeting,
and then go . back to their P.,rivate businesses, with the
exception of· one member.
_
And five years ago, that group of political appointees
decided that the faculty should get first dubs on parking
stickers, and the students,. those of us w~o pay that
faculty's salary with our tuition money,·should walt untH
the faculty and staff have had their fill.
·
THIS IS SOMEWHAT similar to the arrangement many
family dogs have concerning their evenin_g meal.
'Whatever the humans don't want, they feed to the dog. ·
· The faculty Is p~id to work tlere. We pay to come here.
Without us there is .no university. Why should th~y get
advantages?·· . .
.·
.
· Who cares if the .faculty has to pay more for their
parking stlcl<ers than the students? They get pald more
than most of us. We'd rather have them .pay the same
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To Clt~~~r Bargaining Disputes
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-.SALT Talks Postponed
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agreement which:we·c;m Uve with
than in meeting any deadline, ·he
said.
"It became apparent to us that the
additional time for consultations
would make the l!leeting on SALT a
better one"
The announcement; made
simultaneously in Washington and
Moscow, said Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance and Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko will skip
their scheduled Vienna SALT
meeting and resume top-level
bargaining instead when Gromyko
comes to New York in late September for the U.N. General
Assembly session.
The two last discussed SALT in
.. Geneva in- May, where they announced they had agreed on . a
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rand Opening Special
10o/o off any item

See craftsmen at work
See a real live buffalo Sat. the 10th

3505 Lomas N E 265·5915
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RELAX, WE HAVE
FALL OPENINGS!
•
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Rates competitive with donns and aparbnents
Plenty of parking, walk to classes
Excell_ent food, no limit, varied menu
Weeldy·inaid service
Commons building completely refurnished
• AU rooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
• _Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live fo'r tlie serious student

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

general
"framework"
for
negotiating procedures but claimed
no substantive' proecond-stage
SALT pact."
"Since Geneva, we've had a
number of exchanges," Catter said.
• "There is a better understanding as
·a result .. (But) the exchange has also
shown that there are substan9a1
difficulties remaining to be
overcome.
"Both sides will continue informal exchanges in preparation
for the Sept. 22-23 meeting."
Carter said the four major areas
of conflict are:
--The U.S. ·Cruise· missile, a
highly-accurate pilotless jet with an
atomic· warhead, to be launched
from bombers or submarines .. The
Soviets want the cruise included
within the permissable strategic
weapon arsenals to be limited by
the SALT II pact. The United
States maintains some versions of
the. cruise and intermediate and noi
strategic weapons, and the easily
concealed missiles . also pose the
problem of how their use can be
verified.
--The Soviet "Backfire" bomber,
a swing-wing jet the Russians claim
to be a medium range weajlJ:)n
outside the purview of SALT. The
Americans consider the bomber a
strategic weapon,· at least in.
potential, and want it covered by
SALT.
.
--The U.S. concern that the
Soviets are upgrading the accuracy
and reliability of the their large,
older-generation missiles, making
potential first-strike weapons out of
them. The Soviets deny any such
intention.
--"A number of technical items
on verification." It has become
increasingly difficult to take
reliable counts of the other side's
weapons, especially those with
multiple warheads.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) -· The
Soviet Union and the United States
agreed Wednesday ,to postpone
their next· round of strategic arms
talks for two weeks in order td clear
up ''substantial difficulties" in four
bargaining areas.
. ·
The decision to postpone the
planned Sept. 7-9 Vienna SA,LT
talks until Sept. 22-23 in New York
will push negotiators close to the
Oct. 3 · expiration date of the
original1972 SALT pact.
But U.S. spokesmen said that
pact could be extended and poses
no deadline problems.
"We are not negotiating against
that deadline," State Department
spokesman Hodding Carter Ill said
in announcing the change of plans.
. "We are more interested in an
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Ri'chan:l Nixon~ Un-Coverup'

I

LOMPOC, Calif. -Robert Haldeman; once the right hand. man to
former President Richard .Nixon and now serving a federal p,rison
term, flatly denied Wednesday a report that Nixon once sat naked in
the White House oval office and asked Haldeman: "What's on the.
Agenda?"
.
· New York Daily News Columnist Liz Smith reported in an article
Tuesday that the incident would be recounted in Haldeman's forthcoming book to show that Nixon was "flaky" and falling apart in·
the final days of Watergate.
.
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.. 'Faithful' Flax Flucks Up
SALONICA, Greece - Farmer George Hadjinicolaides went fox
hunting with his faithful dog Flox. Flox shot him.
·
·
Hadjinicolaides was in the hospital Wednesday with shotgun ·
wounds to the legs and abdomen, police said.
·
~he Gre.ek- farmer and Flox had chased a fox into its lair during
theu huntmg expediton Tuesday when Hadjinicolaides leaned his
shotgun sgainst a tree and began to light a small fire to smoke the
fox out of his' hole. ·
Flox, in his glee; knocked down the gun and it fired hitting
Hadj_inicolaides in the abdomen and legs. He was reported in fair
condlton.

Just

Ki~ding

called diplomatic "interests secAlthough the interest sections are
tions" simultaneously in Havana embassies in everything but name,
and Washington at noon. today, full diplomatic relations will have
with speeches empha·sizing that this to wait until further U.S.-Cuban
was only one step on the way problems are cleared up.
toward full rela:tions.
They iliclude the settlement or of
In Washington, where the Cuban about $2 billion in U.S. claims to
interest section will be attached to compensation
for
the
the Czechoslovak Embassy, there nationalization of U.S. properties,
won't be a flag-raising ceremony at the presence of Cuban troops in
the Cuban office building because Africa, the holding of political
the building has not yet been prisoners hi Havana jails and the
refurbished after a 17-yearvacancy. U.S. anti-Castro trade embargo.
In Havana, where the American . The two countries broke
interest section will be attached to diplomatic relations in early 1%1,
the Swiss Embassy_, the Swiss flag soon after the Castro regime came
will be raised over the former to power. The abortive, CIAAmerican Embassy building,
backed Bay of Pigs invasion and
The U.S. enjoy, Lyle Lane, and the U.S. Attempt to Quarantine
nine other American officials were Cuba
diplomatically
and
in Cuba.
economically followed. .
The
Cuban
envoy
to
The two countries broke
Washington, Ramon Sanchez
Parodi, and some of his staff __ diplomatic relations' in early 1961,
which will also total 10 persons -- . soon after the Castro regime came
were to participate . in today' s ' to power. The abortive, CIAopening ceremonies at the backed Bay of Pigs invasion and
Czechoslovak Ambass·ador' s the U.S. attempt to quarantine
diplomatically
and
residence. Undersecretary of State Cuba
economically followed.
Phi_lip Habib was to 'represent. the.
·Relations remained frigid until
Umted States at those ceremonies.
At the parallel reception in · the Carter administration anHavana, the Cuban government nounced a policy of establishing
will be represented · by Deputy some form of diplomatic relations
Foreign MinisterPelegtin Torras.
with all countries.
~--···········································~
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Deletion Of Name From
1977-78 Student Directory
'•

,,I
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Any student wishing to have hisiher name and/or other information
(year classification, college, local phone number, local or commuting
address, permanent address) deleted from the Student 'Directory
should stop by the Student Activities Center located on the first
floor of the New Mexico Union before September 2, and fill out the
appropriate form. We can delete information but are unable to
make any changes in the material.

By LORI LACEDONIA
LOBO Staff Writer
It doesn't make a difference at
which. supermarket you shop,
accordmg to New Mexico's P.ublic
Interest Research Group's (Pirg)
supermarket survey. This survey is
conducted every thre.e weeks in· nine
stores and involves 44 products.
Their findings show Foodway has
the highest prices and Bag and Save
the lowest.
Once every three weeks 18
volunteers break up into groups of
two and go into various supermarkets with a survey form in their
hands and check the prices.
"The same sizes and brands are
checked each time" said Richard
Moore, who is in charge of the
PIRG supermarket survey. Not
only are prices checked, Moore
s;~id, but the quality and the
conditon.s of the products as well.
Comments are made on all surveys.
The following stores are checked,
Bag and Save on McLeod,
Foodway at Yale and Coal,
Foodway Carlisle, Piggly Wiggly
on Candelaria, the Juan Tabo
Piggly Wig@ly, SofeW<Jy· i.J1 Old

Town, Safeway on Lomas, Boy's some extras which total44 products it," he added, "is "Watch
. in the survey. Moore said that the Dogging.''
on Isleta, and Globe on Lomas.
"We picked some stores near the survey has proven beneficial.
Another example he gave to
University because we knew
"Our primary reason for doing watc~ for was specials, for
students would be using t)lem but this," he said, "is to let the students sometm1es a checker doesn't know
since this survey is also fo; the and the community know about the or at other times they make a
general public we picked stores in various stores, and it also makes mistake and charge you the regular
the NE, SE, NW, and SW Moore them notice how location can make price. When that happens you have
said',
a difference in prices. In this way saved nothing, Moore said,
In all nine stores, the basic they can make a fair judgment of
necessities are checked and also what stG;es to shoo in. What· we call · Many times stores advertise sale
items, and you go in the store and
li~erally search for the item, and
Gl
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One thing we're hoping for is
Hamburger
that
these surveys will help bring
.75
.79 1.19 1.08
.98
.98 1.09
Hotdogs
down the food prices .
.79
.79
.99
.99
.59
.59 1.03
Lettuce
Mr Moore would like to see that
.25
.78
.39
.49
.33
.34
.34
Brocolli
more
stores are added to the list and
.39
.89
.89
.59
.39
.39
.59
Eggs
another
change he would like to see
.57
.62
.61
.61
.56
.56
.61
Ame(ican
is that more store brands would be
Cheese
put in the chart. In the box are
1.25 1.29 1.29 1.49 1.03 1.29 1.29
.Rainbow
some of the prices from the week of
Bread
Aug. 15-22:
.39
.45
.45
.45
.59
.44
.44

"'-

.

"'-

Overall, the meat was cheapest in
Safeway at Old Town and Safeway
on Lomas. It was most expensive at
Food way on Carlise.
Produce was cheapest at the
Safew~y at Lomas. It was most l
expenstve at the Foodway at Yale
and Coal.
·
Dairy iterns were cheapest at Bag
and Save on Mcleod. It was most
expensive at the Piggly Wiggly at
Candelaria.
Two stores that were not surveyed in that week were the Juan
Tabo Piggly Wiggly and the Boy's
on Isleta. For all those interested
PIRG will set out tables on the mali
distributing their surveys the third
week of each month.
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In Need for Nutrition

Food Tips Aid ,Singles

PONTIAC, Mich. - A handyman who allegedly kept diary
re~ord_s of a secret sex school for children was charged Wednesday
•
, w1th mne more counts of molesting youngsters.
. Way_ne Heacock, 33, described by acquaintances a& a neighborhood
P1ed P1per, was accused of performing sexual acts with a boy and girl·
bq!h under 12·, between March and July.
'
T_he !atest warants issued by the Oakland c;ounty Prosecutor's
Off1ce mcreased the number of youth sex charges pending against
Heaco?k to 14. He is being held under $125,000 bond for allegedly
molestmg a 9-year-old ~oy on five separate occasions in July.
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US, Cuba Break Ice.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -·With a
carefully coordinated set of
ceremonies., the United States and
Cuba will exchange envoys today
for the first time in 17 years.
The two countries will open so-

I
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PlRG Compares Food Prices
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The number of Americans under
35 who maintain households alone
has doubled from 1.5 to 3 million in
the past 5 years, according to the
U.S. Census.
Yet many singles eat "junk
food" or eat O'\'t because they think
they cannot shop and cook for one
person.
There are twice as many singles
now than there were in 1970. These
singles can prepare nutritious meals
by considering these freezer tips
before enterigng the store:

potatoes ·are available at modest
prices.

products will begin to sour within a
few days of the printed last-day-ofpurchase date .

The single shopper is at a
One essential item for both the
disadvantage when it comes to fresh family cook and the single person is
produce and other food that cannot a full complement of spices and
be frozen. Due to singles' less prepa:ed sauces. Often a dash of
predictable life styles, food often soy sauce, hot pepper sauce or
spoils before it can be used.
sweet and sour can save a mundane
dish.

Therefore the use of specialized
plastic containers to store produce
and other perishables is a good
-Freeze portions of homemade idea. For example, a head oflettuce
dishes. The single person can then that would spqil in a week will keep
buy quantities of food, cook once, for two or three weeks in a crisper.
and stockpile several dinners. Chow
mei n, casseroles, spaghetti and
The single person shoud avoid
thick soups freeze well. Just take a ~:mying more than he or she needs
serving out in the morning and it's JUSt to take advantage of the
ready to reheat at night.
cheaper prices that many stores 1
offer for quantity purchases. It's
-Keep individual steaks, chops better to pay more and use
and meats in the freezer. Find a everything than to throw spoiled
butcher who will cut and wrap meat food away.
in small quanitities.
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Other useful options for the
person who lives alone are microwave ovens (they save cooking
time), blenders (they can be used
for fresh fruit drinks) and broilerovens (they save electricity).

J
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SUmmER mERCHANDISE SALE
One Week Only
Now you can buy the equipment you need and save money too f

-Enjoy the variety of quality
Remember, meat should be
frozen dinners <,~nd vegetables. frozen or used within two days.
Everything from Chinese and Most produce begins to spoil after a
Mexican dinners to ba]fed stuffed week in the refrigerator, and dairy

ALPENLITE PACKS-Reg. *49 95 to *925 o SALE s374s to $693s
CLASS 5 DOWN SLEEPING BAGS
reg. $7950 to $166°0-SALE $63°0 to $13280
WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE PACKS
reg. $57°0 to $8750 -SALE s45 60 to s7Q 00
•

You can really save wpen you sew-it-yourself!
DOWN PARKA VEST KITS-reg *22 50 to $3550 SALE s16 90 to sz660
'

Our complete stock of rental tents, backpacks, and
sleeping bags.
Backpacking clothing, shirts, pants, shorts, and.
rain gear. Reg. *490 to $18 50 -Sale$3 70 to 51390
17' OLTOWN CANOE (frt. damaged)
Reg. *610-Now s4g5
.
All canoeing & kayaking
accessories on sale

Aug. 30 thru Sept. 10
· Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6
Sat 9-5
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Carter Under. Fire
KUNM Debuts
For'Biack Neglect' 'Gt~y' Potpourri
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Two-Week Drops In
By Prof. William C. Dowling
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first in a~ children it's because they're treated that way
series of three columns by_ English Prof. by the faculty and administration
William C. Dowling. Prof. Dowling was
I'll hold to that opinion, myself. Planning
the brains behind the notorious two- your own curriculum and making inteiligent
week drop controversy last spring. In choices about the CO!Irses you take simply
today's article, the knowledged Prof. isn't that huge an undertaking (I never
Dowling -defends his proposal. Though dropped a course in college. I never knew, in
the column is· long as columns go, it college, anyone who dropped a course), and
should be required reading for students. I two weeks (six class meetings) is ample time.

YrA !HOUGH J WA~K ...
· Editorial

A Central Solution
It is one of the tragedies of mankind that
we often wait for something awful to happen
before we act on a problem.
An 18-year-old UNM student was killed
Monday as he attempted to cross a street
near the University.
FOR A LONG TIME, the streets bordering the main campus have been among
the most heavily-traveled arteries by
pedestrians in the city of Albuquerque. And
also for a long time, those streets have been
clogged by vehicles, bicycles and
pedestrians during rush hours.
But for as long as the dangerous situation
has existed, the city's answer to the problem
was to keep the same traffic regulations on
these streets as they do around other lesspedestrian traveled streets.
Now Jon DuFresne, of the city's Traffic
Engineering Division, has come up with a
plan that would help lessen the danger.
DU FRESNE'S PLAN calls for the
removal of parking along the south side of
Central Ave. as is done on the north side:
This would improve motorists' and
pedestrians' visibility.
Another aspect of the plan would install
signs warning motorists that the area is

heavily traveled by pedestrians. This is also
an excellent idea.
The final proposal is to install "Walk,
Don't Walk," signals at most of the existing
traffic signals.
DuFresne's plan would certainly help to
make the streets a safer place to cross, but
we'd like to see the plan go a few steps
further.
CERTAINLY MORE traffic signals in the
area would clog the streets, but it would also
encourage motorists to find alternate routes
of transportation. These would be more
useful on Central· Ave. than on Lomas
because traffic is heavier on the southernmost street.
also propose lowering the speed limit,
whtch most motorists already obey. This
would result in the same situation as our first
proposal, but it would also lessen the
danger.
Pedestrian accidents are relatively infrequent now, but probably because
pedestrians are aware they take their lives in
their hands when crossing Central Ave.
We'd like to see these changes implemented quickly. For another tragedy of
man is that he repeats his mistakes.
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During the brief controversy over the new
two-week drop policy last spring, my
students jokingly divided the faculty into two
groups:
the Harvard-on-the-Rio-Grande
contingent (those who supported the twoweek period for dropping classes) and the
Ding Dong School contingent (those who
opposed the policy). That's division by
caricature, of course. As an unwilling
member of what they call the Harvard-onthe-Rio-Grande group, I know that faculty·
·members who hope for a better UNM want
nothfng like a Harvard of the west. They
want-we want-only a respectable and
self-respecting state university. By the same
token, I'm sure that the Ding Dong School
faction wants nothing like a nursery school
or a grammar school in university disguise.
They want ... well, I have to admit I don't
really understand what they want. The
important point is that in defeating the twoweek drop policy they won an important
victory for their side.
The two-week policy is a dead issue. In the
waning moments of spring term a general
faculty meeting voted to return the matter to
the senate for reconsideration. I can't predict
exactly what th!'l senate will do, but I'd be
willing to bet that we wind up with some
version of the scandalous situation we've
had up to now. Students will be given at
least a mbnth to decide whether or not
they're committed to their classes, and I
wouldn't be at all surprised to see them given
two months. That being the case, I'd like to
say a few words by way of requiem for the
two-week drop. And a word about why I see
any more extended drop period, and the
grocery-shopping attitude toward education
it promotes, as an insult to students at this
university.
In the aftermath of last spring's general
faculty meeting I've been pondering the
relation between the defunct two-week drop
policy and adult expectation. As it happened, my wife and I had just bought a
house three days before the faculty vote was
taken, and on impulse I asked a number of
my colleagues a question: when you set out
to buy your first house, l]ow long after you
saw it did you sign the papers for the house
you eventually bought. The answers I got
ranged anywhere from a few hours to a few
days. In no case had anyone taken more than
two weeks to decide.
It's not, you see, that buying a house is a
huge decision in comparison with choosing a
college course, but that my colleagues were
able to make so important a decision in so
relatively short a time because . they'd
prepared themselves~ to do so. They'd read
real estate books, talked to bank officers
about financing, analyzed their own financial
situation, thought in great detail about what
they wanted in a house-e.g., location,
school district, . interior space and
layout-and whatever else intelligent adults
consider when they make decisions. That's
why, when they made their decision, they
were willing to take responsibility for having
done so. (Also, the world in which one buys
houses is an adult world: you can't sign the
papers and then go back two months later
and say you want your money returned
because you don't like the shape of the
bedroom.)
That, I guess, is something like the model
supporters of the two-week drop period had
in mind. They envisioned the policy as being
tremendously complimentary to students.
They assumed that UNM upper-classmen
(the policy would not have applied to freshmen) were adults capable of making and
taking responsibility for adult decisions. They
pictured UNM, students and faculty both, as
an adult intellectual community. They
argued, as one of my colleagues argued on
the floor of the senate, that UNM students
really are adults, that if they think and act like

And then-this was the Cmderlying rationale
all along-everybody settles down to teach
and learn. It's not the two-week drop policy
that lost in the general faculty meeting last
spring. It's the larger idea of UNM s a real
university. .
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The chairman of Congress' Black caucus told
President Carter Wednesday that. unemployment is "killing" American
Blacks, and said he would fight Carter ''with all the vigor I possess until we
do something about joblessness."
"He smiled," Rep. Parren Mitchell, D-MD., told reporters after a
White House meeting in which he said he reprimanded Carter for alleged
"neglect" of Black economic problems.
"But he did indicate he expected me and o.thers to fight him on this

issue.''

The President Met with Mitchell as part of an attempt to consult with
Black political and social leaders who are attacking his domestic policy
record and accusing him of ignoring campaign promises to impov.erisbed
·Black voters.
Mitchell indicated he used the occasion to renew that attack and to
suggestJ:;arter make amends by launching a "war on joblessness."
But he said the only commitment Carter made was an agreement to hold
"regulary ocheduled meetings" with the Black caucus, starting Sept. 7.
· "I again pounded away on the absence of any kind of real program to
tackle joblessness(' Mitchell said.
·
"What I said to the President was, I would fight him with all the vigor I
possess until we do something about joblessness. The jobless situation has
become absolutely impossible in the Black community, It's killing us ...
"The question is, has the status of Black folks substantially changed
since the President got into office? And the answer is no. Black youth
unemployment has gone up, more Blacks have slid back into poverty.
·
. "The bottom line is there is neglect."
"Neglect" is becoming the watchword among Black critics who are
marshalling their forces for a political pressure campaign.
At a meeting in Chicago Monday, ~Jack leaders .resolved to "launch a
counterattack on the callous neglect of Blacks, the poor and America's

cities.''

·

"I think there has been neglect," Mitchell said Wednesday. "Whetber
it's callous I don't know, but there has been neglect." '
Discussing his "war on joblessness" proposal, Mitchell said he envisioned a combined effort by federal antipoverty agencies and the private
business sector. .
·
"The total weight of every governmental agency helping cities should be
brought to bear under close supervision in one or two or three cities on an
experimental basis," he· said.
"Couple that with private sector initiative and massive volunteerism
programs to see· whether any of these existings programs can have,an
impact."
Carter also dropped in on a White House meeting of big city mayors
Wednesday and pledged his "determination" to develop an urban policy
responsive to the needs of the inner cities.

By HILLARY ATKIN
LOBO Staff Writer
An hour of "Gay Liberated
Radio," produced by the newly
formed Albuquerque Gay Co-op,
will be broadcast this evening at
7:30 on KUNM, 90.1 FM. "We
hope to achieve an awareness
among listeners, and to let people
know what the gay community is all
about,'' said a spokesman for the
cooperative.
The program is to be a potpourri
of humor, history, contemporary
issues, poetry and music, .which
balances the voices of women and
men. Some of the local happenings
focused upon are the repeal of the
sodomy statute two years ago, the
still unsolved William Velten
murder case, the Gay pride march
and rally on Central Blvd. in June,
the local bars and a history of gay
activist organizations in New
Mexico.
,,
"Sometimes we state conclusions, ·as when we quote some
bigots using the Bible as an
argument against gays, and follow
that by reading from the Bible the
story of the love between David and
Jonathan, a love surpassing the
love of women," said a member of
the production crew. The quotes
used are from interviews of people
.in authority, all of whom happen to
be Miamians, collected in the
anthology Gay American Hislory,
edited by Jonathan Katz. (The
book is available in the co-op's
small btlt growing library, 106
Girard SE.)
Co-op members decided that
KUNM was the appropriate place
to approach first with their project,
and the station's personnel were
very enthusiastic about the
program. The show is part of the
station's public affairs program-

ming, and possibly similar
programs will be broadcast on a
fairly regular basis. "It's ironically
appropriate that we're doing this at
KUNM," said a member of the
group. ''Almost seven years ago an
interview program, "On Being
Gay,'' was produced at KUNM and
later distributed to Pacifica stations
and
other
non-commercial
broadcasters. That interview show
was the ·place where some of us
decided to start a Gay Liberation
grou)) in Albuquerque."
•
Nationally there are over a dozen
gay radio shows that broadcast on a
regular basis in cities like Boston,
San Francisco, Dallas and New

,
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The Registration Center (Bandelier
East) Is Now Open Until6:00 p.m.
Monday·Thru Thursday Throughout
..
The Semester.

........

want.''

Costs about. 5Dc to fill. And will take you up to 150
miles before you need to fill up again. It so seldom
needs gas that you might even forget to stop some
day. But if that ever happens you'll be sitting on the
solution. Just pedal it back to your next class.
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FOR SALE

WEIRD HAROLD'S
~

cycle center

6819 Lomas N.E.

256-9587

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
. POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

• Registration
• Program Changes

WITH THIS COUPON

• Academic Policy Information

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS, AT YALE

by Garry Trudeau

When asked what image the
program might give listeners, a coop member explained, "Gay people
are here to stay. We're tired of
being lied about, and we're not
going into hiding anymore. We
want the right to love whoever we

Students
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Ideal for UNM's rush hour

He said owls have opposite roles
in mythology, "One Greek goddess
had an owl as a favorite pet and
that's how he came to symbolize
wisdom,'' he said. "But a Roman
goddess was down on owls, and tbe
calling of the owI was taken to
mean someone was going to die."

Two houses near University.
Two bedrooms each. Need
some repair. Reasonably
priced. Contact Jess Reid,
GAUGHRAN REALTY. 2555521, Res. 255·9041.

·"'

150 Mpg

Florida City Gives Rats the Bird
WASHINGTON (UP I)-Owls, injured wildlife, and resident
considered an aphrodisiac in some reported spotting the birds apcultures and a symbol of wisdom or parently settled in the area.
Shinn plans to set others free as
death in others, are being used by
Satellite Beach, :Fla., in an effort to they become available from the
center.
solve its rat problem.
"I'd recommend (the exWildlife
specialists
in
Washington think. it's not a bad periment) to other city-officials,"
said Shinn. "It can't do any haridea.
City Manager Richard Shinn of m.''
Biology Professor Richard
Satellite Beach said he received
complaints from residents about Clark, who worked on a National
the area's rats. The city is between, Wildlife Federation bibliography of
the ocean and a river and clearing 135 owl species soon to be released
of land for new developments has in Washington, said the tiam owl is
increased the rodent population, "a good group to work with" in
urban experiments because it is an
one resident said.
Shinn, faced with restrictions on "excellent ratter," has adjusted to
pesticides, traps, and firing man and reproduces whenever tbe
weapons in town, read that owls food supply,.is abundant-not just
in spring.
attack rats. ·
"The idea of encouraging owls to
"I said 'well, that's for me,' "
nest is relatively new on the
said Shinn. ·
He obtained a barn owl and two 'American Conservtation scene,"
'
hawks from a nearby center for said Clark.

York. The National Gay Task 'U
Force has formally petitioned the ~
Federal Communications Commission "to explicitly include gay ~
organizations among the com- =lS
munity groups whom boradcasters
should work with in the process of
acertaining community needs and ~r
interests. Few gay radio shows face t::!
opposition, although at Boston ,Z
University this· month, University l b
President John Silber is reportedly otrying to cancel or alter the well- 9
known weekly "Gay Way" .g'
program broadcast by the n
University's FM station WBUR,
No such censorship is anticipated at !!I
KUNM, which has a long record of .:independence and innovation.
::;:;

Office Of Admission And Records
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USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:

5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRUTHURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. &SAT.
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By JEA-NETTE KING
LOBO Staf{ Writer
There are plans for a new library
bond issue to be introduced in the
1978 legislature, said George
Miller, assistant dean for the
library's collection development.
Paul Vassallo, dean of library
services, is the chaimrman of a
committee that will be laying the
groundwork for the bond issue,
Currently, the UNM libraries
have been forced to cut back on
journal and periodical subscriptions, since last year's bond
money is running out.

The new bond issue is much
supported by Goy. Jerry Apodaca,
Miller said:
The voters of New Mexico passed
the
five-year
Educational
Institution Library Bond Act in
1972. Under this act, state and
state-supported university academic
libraries have received $2 million
annually to help buy books and
improve library services. UNM's
share of this bond has been
$800,000 annually.
As of July 1978, the universities
will stop receiving this bond money.
Dan Lester, Assistant• dean of

technical services for the UNM
library, said this loss of funding will
mean the materials budget ·of the
University will be reduced
significantly.
"Now we are trying to trim fat,
mainly by cutting the serials budget
by 20 per cent,'' he said.
"We are re-evaluating and
reviewing journals and periodicals
to determine which ones are not
vital to students and faculty and
could be canceled. Patterns of
research and areas of emphasis
have changed. Greek journals are
not needed today," Leseer said.
• Some of the periodicals that hav.e
been discontinued include A/bani

Today, Polish Round Table,
Crystal Mirror, Gedrag; Tijad- ·
schrijt Voor Psychologie (Dutch)
and Vodnye Ressusry (water
research, Russian).
Lester said some scientific and
professional journals have subscription rates as high as $500
yearly. With such rates, 'he said,
there is no room for duplication,
such as the Russian Law Journal
and International and Comparative
Law Quarterly appearing in both
the law library and in Zimmerman
library.
Miller said that no journal that is
essential to keep sutdents and
professors up to date in their
respective fields will be cllnceled.

Panniers And Handlebar Bags
by · kirtland

. r!1tour.k
fl! pa

:!lnuntain <tlltal.et

Lester said library bibliographers
and other staff are working closely
with different department laisonsin
determining which periodicals will
be kept on the shelves , "It is a
process of negotiations, for there
are differing attitudes with the
departments," he said.
There are serials in the library
that were ordered in conjunction
with a class that is no longer taught
here that were canceled he said.

Overloaded
Circuit
.
Bypas~~gELt2! Lights

In U.N.M. Circles

-.

LOBO Staff Writer
Temporary help in the form of 20 ft. of wire and four staff electricians
brought the University's power back on after the blackouts Monday, and
should prevent any furtli'er blackout problems.
.
Bill Van V)ack, staff electrical engineer, said the repair was ''a matter of
switching a couple of feeders (aables that carry the bower to between one
·
and five buildings.)."
The University has 19 feeders that supply power to its buildings. The
feeders are channeled through six main circuit breakers. A majority of the
.feeders are channeled ontp three of the circuit-breakers. ·
The electricians put in a temporary circuit to unload one of the feeders
onto one of the three unused circuit-breakers.
Van Vlack theorized that the blackout· occurred when the art building's
power was turned on and the rest of the University slightly increased its
rate of power.
'
"We just couldn't balance those 14 feeders on the three circuits," Van
Vlack said. "We went up to the limit on the three circuit-breakers."
More permanent .solutions include putting in another feeder and installing conduits and wire to enable the power plant to feed more of the 19
cables •:'the unloaded three circuit-breakers.
"Hopefully this will fix the blackout problem for the' rest of the- year,"·
said Van Vlack.
' ·
·
"What we really need is a better way of reading the power load. The
meters are locked up in the Public Service Building a~ross Lomas NE.
Presently we need to add up three meters and that's a problem when there's
a blackout. We need a single meter to read the loads," he said.
"There's not enough metering. We could use meters in the in the heating
plant that also have a warning alarm to warn us if there's going to be an
overload," he said.

Activities Announced

Compiled From Public Information
Releases
The
WICHE
Resources
Development Internship Program
in Boulder, Colorado announces
the availability of two intership.
positions in New Mexico for seniors
and or graduate students in the·
following disciplines:, planning,
journalism, public administration
or business. These internships will
last for a period of 12 weeks and the
' intern will recive an educational
stipend of $100 a week. Call (303)
443-6144
for
information.
Applicants must be seniors or
'graduate students.

•
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Services Scheduled
For Accident Victim

~·

'

•

·shooting Accidental
was an accident. "She does not
want to press charges, so the police
will do nothing about it," Molina
·
said.
Agogino was in stable but serious
condition at Loveiace-Bataan
Medical Center's intensive care unit
suffering from a gunshot wound in
the stomach. "Her conditon is less
than critical, but we must watch it
very close," a hospital spokesman
said.

c

I)r. Vera H. Norwood has been
appointed administrative coordinator for the offipe of the
·provost, University of New Mexico
Provost McAllister Hull has anTrucklqads of grass were transported legally to the University Wed- nounced
·,
·
nesday and laid to grow on the bare spots of Johnson Field and around the· Dr. N~rwood earned her Ph.D.
duck pond.
from UNM in 1974. Sin~ that time
One and a half acres pf sod were cut up from the south campus where she has been employed by the New
new tennis courts are planned to be built •. The sod was cut up, transported Mexico Commission on the Status
and installed for 50 cents per square y;u-d by the employes of the Green of Women, first as a planner and
Chaparal Turf Ranch from Moriarty.
more recently as director of the
· w ci men'
Carroll Lee, UNM comptroller, said, "We tried to sell the sod we didn't
0 m mission ' s
need, but nobody wanted to buy it on such short notice. It's not the best educational equity project.
grass. With all the weeds no one would buy it."
All pre-dental students are invited to a special meeting on Sept.
13 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 147 of
Woodward Hall.
Keynote speaker at the se~sion
will be Dr. James R. Pride,
University of the Pacific, Calif.,
· regional dental consultant for

c

Delta Sigma Pi Is having its first meeting
Thurs. Sept. 1 in rm. 230, SUB at 7 p.m.
(;lass
of technology on
society with a
at guayulo plant. Will
meet Mon. & Wed. 4:30--6:00. Contact G.A.

Located ln. The Student Uni~n
Building BaseJUent
Presenting
Friday, SepteJUber 2
Party Down To The Sound Of

Whan, FEC107, 277·5523.
Interested In work1ng on the student
homecoming entertainment night? Contact
ASUN MOffice at 277·5528.
Jewish Student Union-Hillel Is having wine
and cheese Oneg Shabbot Fri., 7-10 p.m. :at the
International Center.

Independent Student Workers' Union meeting
Fri. at 2:30, Zimmerman Ubrary, Ethnic Studies
Section, 1st floor.

Proposals for energy research
and development are being solicited
from faculty and research staff
associated within New Mexico's
colleges and universities as part of
the state,s ongoing energy and
research development program.
Proposals should be sumbmitted to
the individual energy institutes in·.
accordance with each institute's
areas of responsibility.

Truckloads of Grass
-r r ,.
.
, 0 c;nllven ampus.
.
.
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Las Campanas will hold its first meeting Sapt.
1 at 7 p.m.ln rm. 231·0, SUB, All members please
nttend.
The UNM Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club
will be danctng in rm. 176 of Johnson Gym this
Thurs. Beginners are w~lcome.

Giad. Student Assoc. CCtLtncil meeting Sat.
Sept 10,10n.m .• nn. 230SUB.

Graduate Student Assoc. has openings for
Commit. Reps. Rm. 209, SUB·9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Mon.·TI1Urs.,12:30to 2:30Fri.
A. meeting of the ASUNM Popular En·
lertalnment Committee Sept. 2, 10 a.m., rm. 245
SUB.

~
~
~

~

~
~
~

Saturday, SepteJUber 3
One Of. Albuquerque's
Top Club Bands
.
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A "Pre-Law Night" for persons ...,~,.;
interested in attending law school t'"''
will by sponsored by the UNM C•
.School of Law on Sept. 14, from 7 $•
to 9 p.m., at the )JNM Law School. c•

"''

""s"'
~

An informal meeting for persons
involved in projects funded by the
State Energy Resource board,
persons who may be involved in
future projects and other interested
individuals will be hosted by the
directors of the three New Mexico
Energy Insititutes (NMEI).
The meeting is scheduled for
Sept. 8, at 3:30 p.m., in room 104
of the Economics-Sociology
· Building, 1915 Roma NE, at UNM.
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ATTENTION!
Athletes and others with athletes foot.
If ~mr examination confirms that you
have a fungus infection of the skin of your
feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Get rid of your infection (maybe)
3. Earn $100 (for certain)
The Division of Dermatology of the
University of. New Mexico School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes foot) to
help test the comparative effectiveness of
three ~raven safe antifungal preparations.
For a free examination to determine if
you qualify, report to the University of New
Mexico Student Health Center between 9:00
A.M. and 12:00 Noon, Saturday, August 27
and September 3.
For further information, call Dr., Smith or
Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.
..1'..................
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Dr. F. Lee Borwn, Jr., an
associate professor of economics at
UNM since 1969, has been named
director of the University's Bureau
of Business and Economic Research
(BBER), UNM President William
E. Davis announced.

master's degree in medical-surgical
nursing at Hunter College, NY. ·

Ms. Catherine Jones Jenkins has
begun her duties as director of the
Associate Degree of Science in
Nursing program at the Gallup
branch of the University of New
Mexico. Her ~ppointment was
Three family therapy workshops of Virginia at Richmond .. She then
for professionals will be held at the earned her bachelor's degree in
l)niversity of New Mexico Medical nursing education from St. Johns
Center on Sept. 14, 15, and 16. University at Jamaica, NY and a
Registration deadline is Sept. 9.
L;:~~~~~~~~~~~~M~:Yw;;;';:~MN~~y,:;;;;;;:;:
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The Monday shooting of a UNM
engineering student was ruled
accidental by police investigators
Wednesday, said P&!ice spokesman
Ladis Molina.
Karen Leigh Agogino ·was shot
"Following an argument at a
residence at 3337 Wilway, NE. The
person who shot her had been
drinking according to the police
'report," he said.
Agogino told police the shooting

Health, Education and Welfare and
director of the Pacific Insititute for
health Professions.

.

Something New Is Cooking.·
At The Union
The

Tio Vivo
(in the SUB)
Is Now Open

~ill
8:00 p~m. ·Mon.-Fri.

~

Dt.!r .JY~w &ponded Menu -Includes

-+c

Mexican Food
and .
Grilled Hamburgers Cooked To Your Order

·~

*

~

1
~
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*
~
.~
*
·-tc . .·-------------------------·lfTio Vivo
*
Afternoon Special
· *
~
Buy One Deli Sandwich
~
Get a 2nd One of Equal or Less Value
*
FREE
*

IHII tRil I! l:lt P.II.
Also Featuring
A l\Tew And More Varied Menu At The

~

Deli-Bar

~
~

Ad:mission Prices
Students
(With'Ul\TM 10, Plus One Guest)
Sl..OO each
Public - 82.00 each

~
~

_
. Presented By The
ASUNM Populat• Eutet•tainment Comutitte

~

This offer good only after 3:oop.m. Aug; 31-Sept. 7

~
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(Continued from pngc 1)
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Inequities Editorial

price and wait like the rest of us.
THE TIME to change this unfair policy that puts the.
.screws to the students, has come. And the campus plan·
ning committee meeting today Is the time and the place
to change this obscene policy.
·
_
We urge all interested students to attend. this meeting
and demand that the committee recommend that this
unfair and ridiculous policy be changed.
(Friday, we'll look at some solutions to the parking
problem.)

UNM Senators, Organizations
Man Their Tables for Students

Comments, questions and snide
remarks will be the order of the day
when stuudent government leaders
"take to the streets" tomorrow.
Chairpersons, senators, committee members and Associated
Students of UNM (ASUNM)
President Tom Williams will be

manning tables during tomorrow's
ASUNMDay.
"The intent of ASUNM Day is to
not only involve the ASUNM
Senate, but also involve ASUNM
funded organizations," Williams
said.
The events are scheduled to be

held from 9 am. until noon on the
lounge putside the ASUNM offic;es
on the second floor of the SUB.
. Tables will also be set up on the
north side of the SUB. Students will
be able to speak to members of each
committee, free coffee will be
available.

This is the, semester to get your

AriZona State Univ. Sundevils
Preview By

opening kickoff 65 yards against
UNM last year, has a year of exLOBO Sports Writer
perience and should step in easily at
The Arizona State University the other receiver spot.
(ASU) Sun Devils are leaving the
All-WAC honorable mention
Western Athletic Con:ference after Bruce Hardy, 18 catches, will start
this year and the football team at tight end.
would like nothing better than to go
But, there is still no definite
out on top.
choice as to who will be the field
But the team is not overconfident general. Four people have a good
about it.
chance at the spot.
Last year at this same time in
Senior Fred Mortcbsen, who
Tempe, there were cries of "We;re also punts, was listed as the starter
number one", but after a di~astrous following the spring drills.
4-7 year the cheering had quieted.
Dennis Sproul, a senior, threw
ED JOHNSON

.

able.
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WAC
TheTI-57.
Its self-teaching
syStem gets you
programming
fast.

The TI 58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-in
Solid State.
Software'M
libraries.

Tl Programmable 57.

The powerful
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easyto-follow, SE1lf-teaching learning guide- over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and examples. Quickly learn the value of making repetitive calculations at the touch of a key.
Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calculation. Eight multi-use memories provide addressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at
any point in a program. Also a powerful
slide rule calculator with logs, trig functions and advanced statistics routines.

$7995*

The Tl-58 and Tl-59 combine three major innovations to bring the power of programming to
you-even if you've never programmed before:
1. Extraordinarily powerful-at remarkable low prices.
2. Revolutionary plug-in modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key.
.
3. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of
programming through advanced programmings-language you
can understand.

Tl Programmable 58. Up to 480 program
steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library
module contains 25 prewritten programs in
math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also .
increases number of steps-up to 5000. Library
programs may also be addressed from the keyboard or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with Tl's new
PC-100A printer/plot---- - -ter. It lets ·you plot,
print headings and prompt-messages.

Tl Programmable 59.

More powerfui than the Tl-58. Up to
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. ,Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And, record and pro.
teet custom programs. Also 10 user
flags. 6 levels of subroutines, 4 types
of branches.

$299 95*

-

Optional Lib'raries.

.

Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real
Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation, $35.00' each.

•suggosted retail prlce,

©1977 Texas lnstrtJments Incorporated

Preview
STATE UNIVERSITY

FREE.
When you buy a TI Programmable 58
or 59 you can get this 19-program
Leisure Library.

,.

•

A 535.00 value if you act now.
Football Predictor. Forecast score, point spread. Bowling
Scorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers. Golf Handicapper. Update handicap from latest round's score. Bridge. Computes
points from tricks made and bid. U.S. Chess Federation
Rankings, Wins, losses, draws. Code breaker. 3,024 possible codes make this a unique challenge. Black Jack. Acey
Ducey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing. Jive
Turkey. Guess mystery number-tells you if you're high
or low-but is It jiving you? Nlm, Play the machine, each
time it gets belter. Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink sub.
Quarterback. Call plays. Photo 1. Compensate for change
in photo enlargement magnification. Photo II: Fill-In-flash.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light. Use
it with a PC-100A and have even more fun. Computer Art.
Hangman. Put in a word, second player guesses or hangs.
Memo Pad. Write, enter messages. Print and record them
on 59's mag card. Use the card to replay the message,
Bloryt~m. Ptols all three cycles.

I
I
I1

I
I
I
I
I
I

Leisure Library Oller

P.a. Box 53, Lubbock, lexas 79408
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I
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Stale __ ~ -----~- ~-~~--··-~- _~·~-~---- __ ,ZiP-~Tl58 or 59 Serial Number _ ·--~~-- .~ --~ , __ -~___ (from back ofcalculator).
Te>c;S lnstrumtlnts reserves lhe right to subst1lute software libraries of equal value based on availability.
Please allow 30 d.ws for delivery, Offer void where prohlb1ted by law. Good mcontinental u.s. o-nly, _

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

LOBO Sports Writer
This year's women's volleyball
team, under the guidance of new
head coach Barbara Butler, looks
forward to a good season.
There will be 4 returning

I

Citv~---

L _____ - ' - - - - - - - -

By TERRY McCABE

-,

Offer good from Augusl15lo October 31, 1977. Here's
what you do. Fill out this coupon. Relurn it to Tl with your
serialized Customer Information Card (packed In the box),
along with a cOpy o_f a dated proof 01 purchase showing
the serial number. Important. Your envelope must be
postmarked no later than October 31, 1977.

243 times withs a 45 per cent
completion average and completed
16 of 30 for 269 yards against the
Lobos last year.
John Fouch and Mark Malone,
both sophomores, will be given
chances to prove t!Jemselves as
signal callers. ·
·
ASU lost both their backs to
graduation and again several people
have shots at starting J?OSitions.
Arthur Lane at halfback, WI!$
injured early in the year when he
was scheduled to start. Junior
George Perry was used sparingly
last year, but gained 130 yards as a
freshman.
The fullback position should see
either part-time starter Mike Harris
or 6-4, 240 pound JUCO transfer
Jeff Mcintyre, who is recovering
from a shoulder seperation during
spring drills.
The offensive line looks solid

starter Andre MeGan! and Kim
Anderson, a J.C. transfer, will try
for the starting nod on the leftside

while Senior Carl Russell tries to
come off a knee injury and win the
starting job on the rightside,

Thursday:

MY .LI

VE

HE
CES
7:00 and 9:15
THE UNION (sub) THEATRE

Showtimes:
Weekdays: 7:45, 9:40
Weekends: 2:00;·4:00
5:55
7:45, 9:40

All-WAC safety John Harris
heads the backfield, with seven
interceptions and 36 solo tackles.
Harris had a field day against UNM
last year with two interceptions and
a 73-yard punt return for a touchdown .
The strong safety position will
see either Ray Williams or Darrell
Gill, both juniors.

II

starters from last year's squad that
finished 1-11 in conference play.
The 4 returners are sophmores
Billie Colborne, Ingrid Hayden,
Bev Vigil and senior Mary Beth
Roberts.
Coach Butler also has three top
notch freshmen in Dodo Gurule,
Susan Spohr and Lisa Moore.
"Lisa Moore is the sparkplug of
the team while Susan Spohr is the
· best spiker to come out of New
Mexico," Butler said.
Helping Butler with the team is
Cathy Lies, who played volleyball
for Southern Illinois University for
4 years.
"Cathy is a great addition for the
team," Butler said.
Assistant coach this year is Kathy
Marpe who stepped down from the
head coaching position last year to

live entertainment
& lunch UOO - ?

The cornerback positions my be
the real weakness on the team. J.V.

_j

COPIFS 3'12c~
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UNM Women's Volleyball
Coach Barbara Butler

KINKO'S
· NoMinimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

work more with the basketball
team.
Butler said, "I am extremely
pleased with the attitude of the
team. Everyone has the fundamentals down and has a Jot of
talent."
The team practices every morning from 6:30 to 8:30.
The open the season Sept. 9 at
the NMSU Invite.
Butler said, "The conference this
strong.

0

.g
S
0

!l

Kathy Marpe Steps Down;
Butler To Coach Volleyball

Leisure Library comes
· with: Plug·ln module.
Li/Jrarymanual. QUick
reference guide. Label
cards. Librarywslfet.

r:---. - - - - - -

Head coach Frank Kush, who
suffered through his first losing
season ever as a coach or player,
said, ''We're not predicting
anything for 1977. However, we
will not sink to the levels of last
season."
One man who is almost certain to-~
do no wrong is all-American wide·
receiver John Jefferson, who Kush
calls, ''the best receiver I've ever
coached."
Among those he has coached are
J.D. Hill, Charley Taylor, Jerry
Smith, Steve Holden, Ben
Hawkins, Larry Mucker and
·
Morris Owens.
Jefferson, Who caught 48 passes
for 681 yards last year, after
shaking off an early season injury,
should hold every receiving record
at SSU when the season is over.
Sophomore wingback Ron
Washington, who returned an

with four seniors and an experienced sophomore leading the
way.
Steve Chambers, 6-6, 266, and
guard George Fadok, 6-3, 235, will
anchor the leftside for the third
year. Rick Torbert, 6-2, 233,. and
tackle Gary Wichester, 6-2, 252,
will hold the right side.,
Sophomore Norris Williams
started the last seven games at
center for the Sun Devils last year,~
but may have to fight off junior
Chris Mott for it this year.
The defensive line, which lost
two members, is being rebuilt.
At left end, Af Harris won the
starting position last year after a
few games and Kit Lathrop, the left
tackle, played regularly last season
and should start, Harris made 43
unassisted tackees, while Latrop
had 28.
At right tackle, sometime-starter
Robert Allison will try to make it
full time this year, but will have to
beat out 6-4, 242, senior, Bob
Pfister who played offensive tackle
last year.
J. V. starter Robert Kohrs and a
good JUCO player Kirk Gilkey will
vie for top honors at right end.
Last year's top defensive Sun
Devil was Tim Peterson, who, from
his left linebacker slot, made 61
unassisted tackles and assisted on
55 others.
Sophomore Bob Carl shared
stariing duties at right linebacker
last year and has a head· start on
fellow
sophomore
Rick
Washington for that spot.
Although a freshman starter at
middle guard, Gary Padjen may
also play at right linebacker while
JUCO transfer Dan Muder may
very easily move into the middle
guatd position.

pool tables
7' T.V. screen for sports special
Present student ID. with coupon fre, lrst drink
'
(no cover charge)

4100 Central Ave. NE. - Mon. - Sun.
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The Gothics
.

Getting Out of the (:loset

Editor's note: This is the second in
a series
~ of review/feature stories on Gothic
•> novels.
By Susan Walton ·
f
· There are two ways to buy a
gothic novel.
One way is to buy only those
novels which have been reviewed by
major periodicals boast lines from
the reviews on the cover and
perhaps make a statement like "six
months on the Best Seller List".
The other way is to go' to
discount stores and pick up a stack
of cheap (unreviewed) gothics and
avert your head as you pay for ·
them.
The basic problem with buying

COPIFS .3 Y:zc
Overnight

KINKO'S
. NoMinimym
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

gothics is that most readers don't
like to ad!llit that they read them.
Readers addicted to science
fiction and westerns will usually
admit to their habits. Gothic novel
readers, on the other hand, will
almost never admit to it. They hide
their preference in paperbacks by
saying they read "novels", "what
ever is around the house" or
"popular fiction."
Those who will admit they read
gothics will explain that they read
them while watching TV or just to
relax after a heavy school load or
exams.
There are definite degrees of
got hi'cs. Wh'1le anyone wi'Il adm1't to
having read Rebecca or Jane Eyre,
most readers would rather not
admit they've read all of Marilyn
Ross', Dorothy Daniels', Virginia
Coffman's or Dorothy Eden's
books.
These writers are most noted for
the volume of books they write,
rather than their original ideas or

Reunion Fizzles

However, the field of gothic
novels has some a\lthors who
receive good reviews and make the
best seller list. Victoria Holt is a
respectable gothic novel writer and
she is also credited as being Jean
Plaidy, a hist<;>rical novel writer,
and Philippa Carr, a romantic
novel writer.
Mary Westmacott gothic novels
have received quite a bit of notice
since it was revealed that Westmacott is a pen name for Agatha
Christie.
Phyllis A. Whitney has written a
variety of novels, including
mysteries, childrens' books and
gothics. One of her books that
anyone familiar with the· Southwest
should read is the Tourquise Mask.
One final note for those gothic
novel readers who prefer to keep
their habit in the closet. The
paperback book exchange shops
around town offer a great variety of
gothics, at low cost and low
profiles. You'll meet other adicts
there who are both in and out of the

==========================~ c~r=ea=t~iv~e~p~l=ot~t~w~i~st=s~·------------~c~lo~s=e=t=ab~o~u=t~t~h=ei=·r~h=a=b~it~·------~
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Tl Programmable 58/59
Free Leisure Library Offer
Tl58
124.95

Tl 59
299.95

Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments

Progrommob~58

Progromma~59

The Tl Programmable 58 and 59 from Texas
Instruments. They offer enormous calculating
power~ .. plus Tl's revolutionary, plug-in
Solid State Software libraries.
fotrer-;ood fr:August;;;;::Octob: 31, 1977. He:'s what y: do~
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"Reunion"/Country Joe and the Fish/Fantasy Records F-9530
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
.
Country Foe McDonald said that technically this is the best album the
ban~ has done. He's right. Not only have the members improved
musically, but the productin surpasses their earlier efforts.
Coni?~ring this version of "Not So Sweet Martha Lorraine" with the
1967 ongmal proves that, But there is a definite lack of.spirit and direction
on this record.
Deaf School
Perhaps more than any band, Country Joe and the Fish reflected the
acid years. With songs like· "1-Feel-Like-I'm-Fixin'.-To-Die-Rag " and
"Bass Strings," it covered both the political view and drug experi~nce of
·
the late sixties.
Carole Sayer Sager
~nly t~e Grateful Dead's "Dark Star" can compare for repr~senting "2nd Honeymoon and Don't Stop ' 4 Taxi;n
"Operator''
and
~c1d mustcally. With 10 years of changes, the Fish are no longer a definite the World" IDeaf Schoot/WB 2LS "Gapaldi's Cafe." A.
tdentity. And the technical proficiency does not make up for the lack 'of 3011
focus and cohesion.
·
A couple songs do stand up. "Insufficient Funds," a comical song about
By GEORGE GESNER
getting paid with bog\ls checks, and Country Joe's "Thunderbird " song
Deaf
School is a group that
"Carole Bayer Sager"/Elektra 7£- about the disappearance of the condors, are both strong songs. But 'the rest combines
imagination
and
of the album falls flat.
·
1100
technique
to
a
point
where
the
Country Joe has suggested that the band may continue. I really hope so
By GEORGE GESNER
will be glad he had his ears
' listener
There's an ever-increasing but I also hope it will be more selective in choosing songs.
on.
Enrolhnent Deadline.
number of good songwriters who
Sept. 6
find it necessary to escape their
This double-album package is a
Representative will
hiding places behind their pens !tnd
sharp business maneuver to
seek the entertainer'~ limelight.
be
accepting Fall
acquaint you with a group that
Carole Bayer Sager,. who has
holds no strings as far as their
premium and answerwritten hit songs for Leo Sayer,
music is concerned.
ing questions at
Captain & Tenille, Mellissa
Elements
of
Bryan
Ferry,
Manchester and Bette Midler, is "Shiver in the Night" I Andy
Student Health Cl'R.
(Andy Mendelson, keyboards; Manhattan Transfer and Bonzo
one such person.
Pratt/Nemperor Records NE 443
Aug. 29 thru Sept. 2
Clary Link, bass; Mark Doyle, Dog Band, make this album a
Unfortunately her voice is a cross ·
By JANE QUESNEL
guitars; Rick Shlosser, drums) his musical treat as well as a humorous
2:30- 4:00p.m.
between Melanie and Paul .
Andy Pratt is shopping for a latest disc covers a variety of stabs achievement.
Williams. C plus.
style. Backed by an excellent group at different styles, all rather unor Call 243-6616
. Best cuts are "Cocktails at 8 "
defined.
"K noc k Knock Knocking,"
'
anytime.

Denf School Worth Hearing

~Sager

P(oud words on a dusty shelf

OutiQW Out on Bond
By THOMAS E. HUMPHREY
NASHVILLE,
Tenn.
(UPI)-Country music superstar
Way!on Jennings and his business
manager were bound over to a
Federal Grand Jury Wednesday on
ch.arges of conspiracy to .possess
and distribute cocaine.
U.S. Magistrate Kent Sandidge
Ill dismissed similar charges aginst
Lori Evans, 21, Jennings' personal
secretary.
. Jennings, 40, wearing black
boots, jeans, a leather vest and an
unbuttoned white shirt, made no
comment following the ruling
against him and Mark Rothbaum
of Danbury, Conn., his business
manager.
There was no indication when the
grand jury would hear the case.
Both were allowed to remain free
on $7,500 non-surety bond.
"They (prosecutors) don't have
enough to convict, but they have
enough for probable cause,"
Sandidge told Elliott Sagar, one of
Jennings' attorneys, at one point
during closing arguments.
The prosecution contends that
Rothbaum delivered a package
cohtaining
27
grams
of
cocaine-just under an ounce-to
World Courier Service Inc., in New
York for shipment to WBJ
Productions Inc., a firm on Nashville's "music row" owned by
Jennings.
A clerk at the courier service
became suspicious and opened the
package, finding what he believed
to be cocaine. He informed
authorities, who removed all but
two grams of the drug, resealed the
package and permitted it to be
shipped.·
Evans allegedly picked up the
package at the Nashville Airport on
the night of Aug. 24 and carried it
to a recording studio where the
lanky, bearded Jennings was at
work. Narcotics agents and other.

authorities followed Evans, then
raided the studio and arrested her
and Jennings. Roth baum- was
arrested later in Connecticut.
Only two witnesses testified
during
the
two-hour
hearing-William S. Rosenberger
of the Drug Enforcement Agency

Sings

STUDENT
HEALTH
INSURANCE

Prott's Night Shivers

I

The two funky numbers, "I
Want to See You Dance," and
"What's Important to You,"
bordering disco and the electronic
funk of Wild Cherry, are better
''A Book of Common Prayer"I Joan Didion/Simon and Schuster
than
most. Musically, the most
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
interesting is "So Faint," with
haunting lyrics and . an unusual
string
backing.
Joan ~idlon, Who recently co-wrote with her husban'd the screen play
for the movie A Star Is Born, is one of the country's maior writer.<.
Although the album bogs down
in
spots, overall the instrumentals
Her new novel, A Book of Common Prayer, is no disappointment. Her
are
good as Pratt drifts from
style, as always, is her strength. She doesn't tell a story in the usual sense·
mellow
rock, to funk, to a light pop
she lets it unfold. What she leaves out is always as important as what sh~
sound with a near punk beat.
says, maybe more so. Although her earlier novel, Play It As It Lays, is
extremely forceful, A Book of Common Prayer is even stronger.

Didion· Plays It Better

It's the story of an American woman, Charlotte Douglas, who is living
in the fictional, Central American, country of Boca Grande. It is told by
Grace Strasser-Mendana, another American woman in Boca Grande who
is dying of cancer. "I will be her witness," Grace says of Charlotte as the
book opens. But as the book develops, Grace finds that she does not have
as clear a view of Charlotte as she had thought. Charlotte is an eternal
optimist, while Grace is pragmatic. The tension between the two is the core
of the book.

Waylon Jennings
office at John F. Kennedy Airport
in New York and William C.
Tucker of the DEA office in Nashville.
Rosenberg said that inside the
package was a smaller envelope
containing cocaine and addressed,
in longhand, to "Waylon" with the
notation "Personal and Con·
fidential."
Tucker testified that while at the
studio, an agent observed another
man, identified as Richard
Albright, looking at Jennings and
gesturing with his thumb toward a
bathroom. Later, he said, two
"soaking wet" plastic bags containing traces of cocaine were
found in the bathroom.

Greeks After JQgger
ISTANBUL (UPI)-Rock soloist Mick Jagger, vacationing on the
Aege~n Coast of Turkey, is being .sought by Greek Police for allegedly
breakmg Greek . Sea transportatiOn laws, the Turkish newspaper
Cumhuriyet reported Wednesday.
The paper said Greek authorities were seeking to arrest Jagger for
alleged!y breaking merch,ant marine laws while on a recent sailing trip to
?reek .Islands off Turkey s coast near Bodrum, the resort village where he
1s staymg.
The paper did not specify which laws Jagger allegedly broke.
Jagger denied the Greek aHegations.
Jagger, lead singer of the Rolling Stones rock gr~up is in Bod rum with
his Jamaican wife, Bianca, as guest of Ahmet Lertekin', owner of Atlantic
Records, the paper said.

Fiddlesticks
"Authentic Swedish Fiddle
Music"/Vanguard SRV73016
By GEORGE GESNER

You don't know what
is until you listen or try
monotony
Grace's life is a tragedy. She has been through two failed marriages, and
to
endure
this
album.
has lost two children, "one child to 'history' and another to 'complications."' She is in Boca Graride alone, and Grace is tryhing to discover
Like fingernails on a chalkboard,
why. Towards the end of the book, Grace admits that she does not understand any of what Charlotte has done. She even turns this confusion on an out-of-tune violin and a wailing
baby going on at the same time, it
herself when she says, "I am more like Charlotte than I thought I was."
will give you a headache.
Didion ma!Jages. this haunting story with the strength and delicas'y of a
master. The story IS a presentation of the characters' lives rather than an
The best way to describe the
explanation. In the end, the reader has no better an understanding of
album, though, is a 35-minute
Charlotte's life than Grace does, yet the reader has inevitably become Swedish polka which is worst than
involved with it. Didion creates voids that draw the reader in. Once in the any marathon I know. F.
story has incredible power.
'

T,yler's Clockwinder Rates High
The
Clock
Winder/Anne
Tyler/[Popular Library]
By AMIE BUCHMAN
I read my first Anne Tyler book
in the children's room of a
Massachusettes library. The book,
A Sltpping-down Life, had been put
there my mistake after a too
SU))Jlrficial selection by some
librarian based on the age of the
main character. Tyler doesn't use
the easy, cheerful conclusions of
most "literature" for adolescents.
Tyler writes emotionally about
the kind of people that most of us
try to ignore politely when they
address the world randomly in
buses or parks. Her characters are a
little more eccentric than is expedient in daily life.
The Clock Winder is about two
women and their families. The

older woman leads a charming, sad,
female life; she dresses up carefully
for her empty days, and holds her
stomach in. Elizabeth, her hired
help, is one of Tyler's disparately
efficient/helpless women, drifting
though her own life taking care of
everyone else.
All of Anne Tyler's books are
about families. She is especially
good at defining her characters by
the separateness ·and misunderstandings between them. There
are wonderful minor characters
too; some appear in just one
paragraph.
"There was always something he
was checking up on-as if he
considered himself the advance
scout for the grandchildren yet to
be born," Tyler writes.
Tyler's books are now coming

NewMexica
DailyLaba

out in paperback. She is a much
better writer than the psuedo gothic ·
cover with windswept heroine and
towering house lead one to expect.
The Clock Winder is one of her
best.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:
New Mexico Daily Lobo
UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Try
SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
at DAIRY QUEEN®
(across from Popejoy Hall)
•
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BII\E TO CLASS; 1-br., air, no lease, '$70,00, 262·
1751, Valley Rentals, $30,00 fee. 9/7

~~ Clnssifieds

WALK TO CLASS. All utilities paid. Air, cl.ea11er 1br . .$75.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 9/7
MINUTES TO UNM, Carpeted 4-room home, cool
patio; $135,00, 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30.00
fee, 917
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prir.es In town, Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
comeJoi717GirardNE. 9/30
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con.·
traceptlon, sterilization, aborlion. Right to Choose,
294-0181. 121.1
WOMi:!N IN SPORTS-A new course will examine
old myths and new realities, To leam about women
and sports in American culture, take Phys. lid & R
493,001 TTh 12:30-1:45, eall 277-3930 for more
Information. 9/1
TODAY try some natural juices, yogurt; wholesorne
snacks. BABAS COMMUNITY STORE. 107
Mesa, SE. One block east of University Blvd. 2479775,

911

SENIUK UK UKAVUATE STUDENTS in planning,
journalism, public adminislr~tion or business
wanted for 12-week full-time paid WICHE internships in New Mex'ico. Call (303) 443·6144 coltect for
furtherinformation. 9/l
FOO'I' REFLEXOLOGY, Christine Jensen.
Dopation, 242-7613. 9/16
'
FREE, COCKER PUPPY; female, 6 weeks. Call2561475 after S pm, 9/2

GAME FANATICS interested in Diplomacy. Call
Tim,255·3116. 9/1
PARTY!!? Largest disco& rock sound system in New
Mexico, Wide selection of music & D.J. Great for
·frat/sor parties! Call292.0611. 9/14
CHJPPY LOVES CURLY
CHIPPY LOVES CURLY
It's Old Scratch for your dancing pleasure at NED'S
'tii2A.M. this week. 911
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROSEBUD II

2.

-,~n

D1'1W

WATERBED WANTED. 294-7462. 9/1
LIBERATED RADIO for Lesbian~ and. Gay Men,
7:30pm, September I, on 90,1 FM. 9/l
COMMUTERS WANTED to UNM. Leaving Santa
Fe at 7:00 am & returning at 6:00 Pill Monday·
Friday, 471·6924. 9/1

AGORA UNM's Studeqt Crisis Center, Depressed?
Call or come in, We'll listen. 277·3013 or northwest
wing Mesa Vista, 9/6
Tile WAGON WHEEL Square Dance Club will be
dancing in Rm, .J76, Johnson G~m, this Thursday,
.
Beginners are welcomed. 9/1!

COPIES3%~
dvemiglit ·

HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded ftt1~ssage
Phone 296·8568
/1

KINKO'S
No Minimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

You can put .th~ campus
in a mailbox for· just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.

LOST AND FOUND

FOUND one eyeglass lens; southeast corner of field,
east of Johnson Gym. Call277-4002 9/7
LOST: ·ca5io fx-1000. scientific calculator. If found,
·
please call294-5504. Reward, 9/8

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A compiete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal; medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125 •. 10/lS
CL.ASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION, Master's
Degree in Music, 255·8114. 9/2
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
.
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs
WILL TUTOR: Spanish, English, composition. 243·
0
1073, 9/16
TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787,

4.

10/11

HOUSING

DANDY DUPLEX. $100.00. 2-bdrms, kids, pets,
welcome. 262·1751, ·Valley Rentals. 530.00
fee. 912
ABSOLUTE BARGAIN. Utilities paid, 2-bdrms,
patio, kids, pets ok. $13·5.00, 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, S3o.oo·

r...,., •uz

Close to UNM; !-bedroom, air, only $75.00. Call
now.262-1751, ValleyRentals.S30.00fee. 9/2
AGGRAVATED? 2-bdrms, $135.00; good & clean.
262-1151, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee. 9/2
Fenced privacy; !-bedroom available soon, $95.00,
no lease. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 9/2 •
STUDENTS - Tired of paying rent? Buy a mobilehome. Low-down, low monthly payment. Phone
881-8184 9/13
LO. STUDIO APT., 1711 Coal Pl., SE. Walking
distance UNM. SIOO.OO plus small utilities. 8439712after 5:00pm. 9/9

Come to Marron Hall
· Room 131 or mail $10 to:
Daily Lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1

1.

FOR SALE
Estancia Valley small tracts, 4 to 9 acres,
- each. About 40 minutes to Clly. Good ac·
cess. Some 'utilities available. Down
payment reasonable, terms good, Contact
Jess Reid, CAUGHRAN REALTY, 255·5521,
Res. 255·9041.

.POPEJOY HALL
,,t

m

UNM SPECIAL. 2-br., fireplace, no lease, nicely
furnished, $160.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals,
$30.00 fee. 917
FLICKJlRING FIREPLACE. 3-br., cool patio, no
lease, Kids, pets fine; $225.00, 2blocks fr<Jm UNM,
•
262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30,00Jee. 9/7 ·
ALL BILLS PAID. Good NE location, Minutes to
UNM. Fenced 1-!>r .. $110.00, 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. $30.00 fee. 9/7

5..

FOR SALE

BACK TO SCHOOL bicycle sale: New and used
bicycles. Gitane, Stella, Motribecane and other fine
makes. Best prices on repairs, largest selection of
pans and accesories in ihe. SW. Prices you can
"afford. R.C. Halletts, 2122 Coal Place SE. 2 blks
from UNM, off Yale between Lead & Coat.• 8439378.9/6
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to S60. 441
Wyoming NE, +SS-5987.. 10/IS
BICVCLE LOCKS! Best price in town oil HI rated
Citadel locks guaranteed against theft up to
$150.00. We also stock master locks and chains.
R.C. Hallett's 2122 Coal Pl. SE. 843-9378. 9/6
CAMERAS, LENSES, ENLARGERS, darkroom
and photo items. We buy, sell and trade. Wilson
Camera, 3107 Central, NE. 9/1
GENTLY DRIVEN 1971 Buick Electra-225. 2947462, 9/1
'
SHARP RED-METALLIC TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1972, low miles. 294-7462. 9/1
ASPEN OUITAR. &-string acoustic. Excellent
condition. First 595. takes. Mike, 255·1917. 9/l
1969 VW POP TOP Campmoblle; excellent con·
dition; rebuilt engine: priced to sell; 266-1638. 9/2
1971 CZ JAWA Street/trail. Extras included.
'$285.00. 298-4956 after 6 pm. 9/2
VW THING 1974, very low mileage. Very good
condition. $2000.00 or best offer. Call 255-3920
after S pm. 9/2
STEP-VA,N 1962 GMC; hot water & gas burner, easy
convert. to live-In camper, asking$800,00. Call Bill
• at Mother Nature & Son, 255·7640 9/2
HEWLETT-PACKARD 97 Programmable Cal·
culator. Almost new, excellent condition. All offers
considered. 293·5954 9/2
1968 DODGE Station wagon. Runs good. 5300.00.
247-4489 912
'!WIN BED box-springs, $15.00. Signature Electric
typewriter, $90.00. Sony Reel·to-reel, W/tapes,
$50.00. Wilson golf clubs, $35.00. Sears portable
TV, SIS.OO. Come see Thursday only. 200 Walter
SE, #2, 8·5:30. 9/1
OBOE-used 10 hours total. Cheap to good home.
Ask for Linda at881-1046. 916
MONTESSA TRAIL BIKE, must sell. Call Labor
Day weekend, 268-3651 9/2

Welcome Back Students
Valley Rental! has the only complete selection of
rental houses and apartments in the UNM and
surrounding area, Cberk and compare, !ben calli

8:00am to 9:00pm
Seven Days
VALLEY RENTALS
262-1751
390fi C'.enrrnl SE

New Course Offering

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
$6.00 $4.50 $3.00

B&AS/Engr./Pol. Sci./Pub .Adm.

TICKETS ON SALE AT
ALL TICKET MASTER COMPUTERIZED BOX·OFFICES
POPEJOY HALL • UNM STUDENT UNION
RECORD WORLD • THE GENERAL STORE
L.P. GOOD BUY • DILLARDS •THE PEOPLES CHOICE
FOR INFORMATION CALL ACLOA 344·2317 OR POPEJOY HALL 277-3121

An interdisciplinary course on Technology Assessment.
The Systematic study of the effects on society,
both beneficial and detrimental, that may occur
when a technology is introduced. Lectures on technology
assessment methods and mini-assessment project on raising
\ Quayule (rubber shrub) in New Mexico.
Class will meet MW 4:30- 6:00p.m., this semester.
For more info. contact G.A. Whan, FEC 107, 2'Z7-5523

69VW Station wagon, excellent mechanically,· blue
shag, 28MPG, $995.00. 294-2866. 9/l '
BEAUTJFU L SILVER Capri; $2000,00. Excellent
condition, 898-2668, 344·<\203. 9/l
1976 BMW 2002 series, Good condition. A/C. 255·
0462. 9/8
OJTANE. Frameset 24!1i", F~ll Reynolds 531 D.B.
tubing. Includes Campy headset, D.B., seat post, '
T.T.T. stem; $160,00,265-2571 eve. 9/2
·

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART·TIME JOB: Sales, llexibie hours, good pay.
Possible full-time during breaks, Call; Phil
Franczyk, C.L,u;, 292-2830. 9/30
PARTTJME: men & women sales clerks- stocking,
Must be over 21 years old,. Apply in person, no
phone call$'. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516
Menau!Bivd., NE&5704 LomasNE.
9/22
WELL PAYING PART-TIME JOB available, We
will coordinate with your school schedule. ~pply in
person Der Wienerschnitzel, 4201 Cen,ral or 5810
Menual, NE.. 9/1
STUDENT EMPLOYEES NEEDED to help on
lunch line; 10:30 am to closing. See Mrs ..Compton,
La Posada Dining Hall after II am.· 9/l
NEED PLEASANT and attractive girls for escort
service, Call243-7313. 9/2
WORKING MOTHER needs reliable persori to
transport child tq s.ch.ool during "oon hour, M·F,
255-6495 afier S pllJ. 9/3
J!ART TIME WAITRESS needed durin~ evening;
also busboy & cook able to work lunch hours.
Apply in person, 2900 Central SE. 9/(i
PART TIME WORK. $500.00 per month. Call 8814585, I pm to 3 pm only. 9/2
iiELP WANTED: Cocktail Waitresses. Apply Club
Illusion, 4100 Central SE, after II am. 9/7
NEED A JOB where you pick your own hours? SeJl
easy moving item and make good commission~
Cali2SS.OS86 or 266-7744. Ask for Bob. 917
NEED SOMEONE to work part time mornings, Must
be willing to work. Call tylike between 6 and 8 pm
eves, 345-3039. 917

7.

TRAVEL

LOCAL CAR POOLS at lTC. 12·6, 265·9860 9/2
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? THINK about It now!
Reservations at intercontinental Travel Centre, 126, 255-6830 9/2
NEED CAR POOL, S.F. to Albuq. Michelle, 9832080. 9/1

·no You Need
Cash? ·
Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one}: I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Tr~vel ·
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enc~

$ - - - - - Pllced by.......__ _ _ Telephone

Marron Hall; Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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